Supply List for Ponte Pant
This pant is meant to be a little more formal and a little dressier than the leggings (remember leggings are not
pants), or a knit straight leg pant. And this particular pattern I like to make up with more of a boot-leg or
yoga-leg cut. I’ll explain what that is in class. Also I will explain what the difference between a straight-leg
and boot-leg and yoga-let cuts are in class. If I forget - ask me!!!
This class is going to be a little different from past classes, because Emily has ordered in some exceptionally
beautiful ponte. We’re used to the stuff from the big box stores, but the truth is that there is much finer and
nicer ponte available. Making a pair of pants out of this fabric will be a real life-changing experience. I know
that sounds a little too good. But I promise you that you will love sewing with this lovely fabric.
What this means as well as the search for great fabric is over - you will have it at hand. I would call ahead and
purchase the fabric when you sign up for the class and that way you will have everything ready for class. Emily
will of course have threads, needles and so all you will need to bring is your machine and download the pattern
(see below). I will have elastic for the waistband. I mean how easy is this?
Pattern: Download and use the Barb Pant pattern from Stylearc. This link is to the Etsy Shop for Stylearc and I
like it because the price is very reasonable. It is available in 2 formats: the “Print Shop Files” format (that you
take to a print shop to print on one large piece of paper) or the Digital PDF format (that you print at home on
letter-sized paper). Be sure to pick the correct sizes (there are 3 included in each download). NOTE: this is a
Stylearc pattern, these patterns are from Australia. You can order from Australia if you like, but the cost for
shipping one pattern is about $17+ which is a pretty expensive. You can either print out this downloadable
pattern is two versions (pick one) either the Printshop File or the Digital PDF Sewing File. The copy shop
format you can take to Staples, Kinko’s, Office Depot or most office supply stores and they will print the pattern
off on large paper, or you can print it at home on A5 (letter) size paper and past or tape it together. Don’t worry
about cutting anything out cause we will cut in class.
Thread: Use Metrosene, Mettler or Gutterman. The shop has Mettler & Metrosene, so you can buy it there.
Needles:. Use Jersey or Ballpoint needles. The shop will have needles, so you can purchase them there.
Fabric Resources: The Bernina Store will have beautiful ponte that is perfect for this pant.
NOTE: Wear something that you would naturally wear under your pants so that when we try them on, you can
get a good read on the fit of the pant. And this goes for shoes. If you normally wear a small heel or flat or
whatever you wear, bring those to class too.

